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Executive Summary
A third party member, Mr. Carlton Blue, who wanted to tackle the issue of adding
flexibility into solar inverters, brought this project to the department. We conceived a
device, which would be affordable and expandable depending on the power need of the
consumers.
The first option we pursued was trying to build an inverter circuit where components can
be added to achieve flexibility. We soon found out that with time and resources
constraints, this option would not be feasible. The alternate method was to implement
micro inverters. Micro inverters have several advantages over conventional inverters. The
main advantage is that small amounts of shading, debris or snow lines on any one solar
module, or even a complete module failure, do not disproportionately reduce the output
of the entire array. Each micro inverter harvests optimum power by
performing maximum power point tracking for its connected module. Simplicity in
system design, simplified stock management, and added safety are other factors
introduced with the micro inverter solution.
Experimentation and testing with two micro inverters has shown that micro inverters can
be easily implemented to give consumers the freedom to upgrade their PV system power
output without the need to replace expensive central inverter.
In the future, we plane to modularize our design by building a box where the customer up
grade their inverters by simply plugin a micro inverter in an expansion slot.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
An inverter is an electronic device or circuitry that changes direct current (DC)
to alternating current (AC). The input voltage, output voltage and frequency, and
overall power handling depend on the design of the specific device or circuitry. The
inverter does not produce any power; the power is provided by the DC source.
A power inverter can be entirely electronic or may be a combination of mechanical
effects (such as a rotary apparatus) and electronic circuitry. Static inverters do not use
moving parts in the conversion process.
A typical power inverter device or circuit requires a relatively stable DC power
source capable of supplying enough current for the intended power demands of the
system. The input voltage depends on the design and purpose of the inverter.
An inverter can produce a square wave, modified sine wave, pulsed sine wave, pulse
width modulated wave (PWM) or sine wave depending on circuit design. The two
dominant commercialized waveform types of inverters as of 2007 are modified sine wave
and sine wave.
The AC output frequency of a power inverter device is usually the same as standard
power line frequency, 50 or 60 Hz. The AC output voltage of a power inverter is often
regulated to be the same as the grid line voltage, typically 120 or 240 VAC, even when
there are changes in the load that the inverter is driving. This allows the inverter to power
numerous devices designed for standard line power. Some inverters also allow selectable
or continuously variable output voltages. A power inverter will often have an overall
power rating expressed in watts or kilowatts. This describes the power that will be
available to the device the inverter is driving and, indirectly, the power that will be
needed from the DC source.
In one simple inverter circuit, DC power is connected to a transformer through the center
tap of the primary winding. A switch is rapidly switched back and forth to allow current
to flow back to the DC source following two alternate paths through one end of the
primary winding and then the other. The alternation of the direction of current in the
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primary winding of the transformer produces alternating current (AC) in the secondary
circuit.
A solar inverter is a component of a photovoltaic system (PV) and can be used for
both, grid-connected and off-grid systems. Solar micro-inverters differ from conventional
converters, as an individual micro-converter is attached to each solar panel. This can
improve the overall efficiency of the system. The output from several micro inverters is
then combined and often fed to the electrical grid.
What is a flexible inverter? Flexibility is adding a component to an existing system and
increasing out put. So a flexible inverter is a type of inverter where one can add a
component or a whole inverter to increase power outputted. Flexibility is so beneficial
cause to avoids the need to replace existing inverters saving capital.

Chapter 2: Project Motivation/ Problem Statement
When we consider the true cost of energy, we need to look at the big picture, not just the
rate on the utility bill. Conventional fuels have real social, environmental, and economic
impacts. There are annual and cumulative costs that stem from all of the pollutants
(airborne, solid, and liquid) emitted from mining, processing, and transporting fossil fuels
that impact our public health and the environment. Electricity derived from coal and
natural gas will never be able to outweigh the energy and continual resources required to
produce it. Unlike conventional energy sources, PV systems produce clean electricity for
decades after achieving their energy payback in three or fewer years—this is truly the
magic of PV technology.
During our problem formulation we asked two key questions. What are the problems for
existing solar power owners with string inverters? What is preventing more people in
investing PV systems? Limited power expansion flexibility and high initial cost were the
resounding answer respectively.
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Problem Statement:
Because of expensive equipment and lack of resources, customers need an easy, reliable,
and cost-efficient way of adding solar panels to their system

Chapter 3: Current Status of Art
There are two types of inverters used in solar installations today: micro inverter and
string inverters. Micro inverters convert electricity from one panel, whereas string
inverters convert electricity from multiple panels or a string of panels.
Micro inverters are small inverters rated to handle the output of a single panel. Modern
grid-tie panels are normally rated between 225 and 275W, but rarely produce this in
practice, so micro inverters are typically rated between 190 and 220 W. Because it is
operated at this lower power point, many design issues inherent to larger designs simply
go away.

Chapter 4: Design Requirements
The two main design requirements we base our project of were: easy power expansion,
avoiding the need to throw away existing inverts, and to do this cost effectively. To
achieve power expansion in a cost effective way we implemented micro inverters. In
order to prove the concept of flexible power expansion, we used two enphase M250
micro inverters connected in parallel. Table 1 below shows the Data sheet for enphase
M250 micro inverters.
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Table 1 Dataa Sheet of th
he Enphase M 250 micro inverter
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Cha
apter 5: Solution
S
Approacches and Top Dessign
At the beginning of the project the goal was
w to designn and build aan inverter ccircuit
capab
ble of acceptting compon
nents to exceessed its pow
wer rating. D
Due to time constraints
and th
he fact that there
t
is only
y two senior engineering students perr group this ideas was
deem
med not plaussible. We staarted our inittial solution generation bby focusing on existing
techn
nologies and platforms we
w can build of off. Afterr doing extennsive researcch most of
the teeam memberrs came up with
w the concceptual desiggn of using m
micro inverteers. The
micro
o inverter ap
pproach thus was easily picked
p
as a ttop design. E
Even after w
we picked
micro
o inverters as a top desig
gn we still fo
ocused a few
w weeks in finding and generating
altern
native design
ns. Finally we
w refined ou
ur top designn by providinng a descripttion of a
micro
o inverter sy
ystem, which
h satisfies thee main desiggn requiremeents of afforddability and
poweer expandabiility. We inteegrated ideass and conceppts from all tthe conceptuual designs
we caame up with. One such concept
c
integ
gration was tthe idea of uusing a moduular box
where customers can just purrchase micro
o inverters annd plug and play functioonality with
our modular
m
box..

nverter conceeptual desiggn
Figurre 1 micro in
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Figurre 2 Concepttual idea incorporated to
o top design ((Modular boox where micro inverterss
will be
b housed with a plug an
nd play functtionality)

Cha
apter 6: Project’s
P
s Final Goal
The final
f
goal forr this projectt will be to in
ntegrate ourr modular boox idea. Afteer doing the
calcu
ulations of ho
ow many miicro inverterss can the rateed wires takkes, all the w
wires will be
pre wired
w
in the modular
m
box
x. The 4-pin connector
c
caan be used aas the connecction medium
m
betweeen our mod
dular box and
d micro inveerter. The boox should be build basedd on micro
inverrter dimensio
ons that will house micro
o inverters sppaciously. S
Sealing it andd painting it a
waterr resistant paaint should weatherize
w
th
he box.

Cha
apter 7: Project’s
P
s Spring 2016
2
Tarrget Goall
The goal
g for our project
p
for th
his semesterr was to rese arch, concepptualize a deesign, and
begin
n implementaation and tessting. The deesign that wee came up w
with utilized a microinverrter concept where
w
we co
onnected miccro-inverterss in parallel and converteed each solaar
panell’s dc curren
nt to ac curreent. This con
nnection wouuld allow thee currents to be added
togeth
her, thus, inccreasing the power.
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Cha
apter 8: Impleme
I
ntation, Testing, and Evaaluation
In thee lab, we did
dn’t have acttual solar pan
nels. Insteadd, we used thhe solar paneel test bench
to con
nnect to our micro-inverrters.

Figure 3 M250
M
Micro IInverter

hase M250 Micro
M
Invertter internal schematics
Fiigure 4 Enph
As we
w started imp
plementation
n we came across
a
some uunexpected problems. T
The main
probllem was thatt the two AC
C signals hav
ve different pphase angless and was noot synced. Ass
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a result, we built a syncing circuit so that the two AC signals will be in phase. As our
syncing circuit failed to synch, we resolved into just connecting the inverter in parallel
and just test if the signals were not synched.

Figure 5 Testing for the output AC signal from two micro inverter connected in parallel
We used the oscilloscope to test the signals. The result was two in phase signals. We
suspect that noise was produced as a result of manually splice wires in the inverters.

Conclusion
Our goal with this project was to create modular plug and play micro inverter for use in a
solar PV system. The main costs of our design would be the micro inverters, and trunk
cable. Despite these costs, they would not amount to as much time and money that would
be required to swap and upgrade an existing string inverter. During the course of our
project, we had insufficient funds to fully build and test our design. We, also, received
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out parts on the day before the project was due. Lastly, we had to build more part than we
initially planned to because of unexpected issues. We were still able to build and test our
design using two micro-inverters. However even with these setbacks there is a great
potential in our product being successful. Given a greater amount of time to fine-tune and
perfect our design, it would not be difficult to produce a product that would be easy to
use and relatively inexpensive.

Recommendation for Future Works
In the future, we would like to test our efficiency and improve it by adding a power
optimizer. Also, we want to be able to add more solar panels and successfully sync all of
the AC signals perfectly. Lastly, we would like to build a module box for easier access
and easy use.
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